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Foreward

We began national studies of computer game audiences in 2010 to widen the 
conversation about games and tackle stereotypes that prevented an understanding 
in the wider community that computer games were a popular medium that had 
become not only normalised, but a medium valued by New Zealanders of all 
ages. Rather than challenge negative stereotypes about games with rhetoric, we 
provided quantitative empirical data using established social and market research 
practice – something that had not been available for New Zealand’s journalists 
AND¬POLICYMAKERS¬WHO¬RELIED¬ON¬OVERSEAS¬DATA�¬7E¬HAVE¬CONDUCTED¬lVE¬SISTER¬
STUDIES¬IN¬!USTRALIA�¬THE¬lRST¬PUBLISHED¬IN¬�����¬AND¬WE¬SOUGHT¬TO¬GIVE¬.EW¬:EALAND¬
comparable data. Over the two New Zealand studies since 2010, we documented 
that computer and video games have taken centre stage in media culture.

Interactive New Zealand 2010 conveyed the reality that New Zealand is a nation of 
GAMELOVERS¬WHO¬ENJOY¬PLAYING¬GAMES¬ON¬A¬SPORTING¬lELD¬AND¬ON¬THE¬SCREEN�¬

In 2010:

• 88.5% of New Zealand households had a device for playing computer 
games and PCs dominated consoles,

• 44% of gamers were female and the average age of gamers was 33,
• An hour was the play duration and every other day was the frequency,
• 46% of gamers played online and 59% with others in the same room,
• 63% of parents played computer games,
• 85% said New Zealand and Australia should have the same 
CLASSIlCATIONS¬FOR¬GAMES�¬

• 56%¬SAID¬CLASSIlCATION¬INFORMATION¬WAS¬VERY¬INmUENTIAL¬WHEN¬CHOOSING¬
games for their children, and

• 71% of gamers said interactivity in games made them more educational 
than other media.

Interactive New Zealand 2010 illustrated the growing ability of games to foster 
social interaction. Moreover, it demonstrated that games consoles and the Internet 
were popular and treated as a mature source of entertainment.

Digital New Zealand 2012 signalled the rapid maturation of digital media and more 
avenues for game experiences for anyone who wanted to play.

In 2012:

• 93% of households had a device for playing games and PCs still 
dominated consoles,

• 47% of gamers were female and the average age remained 33,
• An hour remained the play duration and every other day remained the 

frequency,
• 79% of parents played games, 90% of these with their children,
• 70% of households were home to 2 or more players, and
• 55%¬SAID¬CLASSIlCATION¬INFORMATION¬WAS¬VERY¬INmUENTIAL¬WHEN¬CHOOSING¬

games for their children.

Digital New Zealand 2014 completes this phase of reports on computer games 
AND¬ .EW¬ :EALANDERS�¬ 4HE¬ PROlLE¬ OF¬ THE¬ GAMER¬ AND¬ THE¬ GAMING¬ HOUSEHOLD¬ IS¬
NEARLY¬SYNONYMOUS¬WITH¬THE¬PROlLE¬OF¬THE¬TYPICAL¬.EW¬:EALANDER¬AND¬NORMAL¬.EW¬
Zealand household. It demonstrates that multiple screens and game devices are 
commonplace in homes and that games have expanded from the lounge-room 
to the pocket, played frequently and for longer durations. It suggests that the 
MORAL¬ PANIC¬ OVER¬ ESTABLISHED¬MEDIA¬ LIKE¬MUSIC�¬ lLMS�¬ TELEVISION¬ AND¬ GAMES¬ IS¬
now moving to social media and the Internet. Adult gamers have formed great 
memories over the years of family time, characters, story, play and interaction 
from a medium that has emerged from its adolescence.

As lead author of this series, I hope these reports have served the conversation well.

Jeffrey E. Brand
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“Eldest son is physically disabled so 
interactive games allow him a degree of 
freedom that his body denies him.”

Male, Parent, 44, Northland Region, Household of 4

“The engaging stories which compliment game play in 
games such as Knights of the Old Republic or Mass Effect 
have given me some wonderful emotional roller coasters 
while playing them. I also recall literally jumping out of my 
chair while playing the original Silent Hill.”

Male, 35, Canterbury, Household of 4

“It’s good to see if you can beat someone 
else’s score. My father has passed away and 
we are still trying to beat his score. It brings 
back many memories.”

Female, 54, Waikato Region, Household of 2

“I have always enjoyed playing a wide variety of games 
rather than watching movies or TV. My son enjoys playing 
educational games and is showing signs of reading at just 
... 2 [years old] mostly due to games and online videos.”

Male, Parent, 35, Canterbury, Household of 2

4

DIGITAL GAMES
“I remember teaching my boy, at 2 years of age, 
Y\KPTLU[HY`�TH[OZ� VU�V\Y� ÄYZ[� JVTW\[LY� WSH`PUN�
Halo, Counter-strike, with my sons who are now 
living away from home. This was a bonding time for 
us.“ 

Male, Parent, 49, Waikato Region, Household of 6

“[Games were] our way of communicating ... before 
my husband and I got married as we were [dating] 
long distance.”

Female, 26, Auckland Region, Household of 2

what
New Zealanders

think about





Games in New Zealand  Homes

• Mainstream - Computer and video 
games are everywhere.

• 94% - Households have a device for 
playing games. 

• 98% - Homes with children under the 
age of 18 that have a device for playing 
computer games. 

• 70% - The proportion of game 
households with 2 or more gamers.

• 86% - Game households with three or 
more screens.

• 61% - Game households with three or 
more game devices. 

Gamers In New Zealand

• 33 years old - The average age of video 
game players.

• 48% - The proportion of the game 
population that is female.

• 71% - The proportion of gamers aged 
18 years or older.

• 23% - The proportion of gamers 1 to 14 
years old.

• 17% - The proportion of gamers 51 or 
more years old.

• 11 years – The length of time the 
average adult gamer has been playing.

How Gamers Play

• 25% - The proportion of gamers who 
play social network games. 

• 11% - The proportion of gamers who 
play online role-playing games. 

• Fun – the primary reason PC and 
console gamers play.

• Pass Time – the main reason mobile 
gamers play.

• Keep Mind Active – the main reason 
older adult gamers play.

• Social Interaction – the main reason 
younger adult gamers play.

• An Hour – Typical game play duration.
• Daily – The typical game play frequency.
• Weekends, holidays, evenings – Three 

top times gamers play.

Families and Games

• 75% - Proportion of mums who play 
video games.

• 79% - Proportion of dads who play 
video games.

• 86% - Proportion of gamer parents who 
play with their children.

• Mums – Play more on PCs and 
mobiles.

• Dads – Play more on PCs and 
consoles.

• 77% - Talk about games with their 
children.

• 70% - Proportion of the time an adult 
“always” makes the purchase when 
games are purchased for children.

• 53% - Are familiar with parental controls 
available in game systems.

Classification and Media 
Concerns

• 71% - The proportion of parents 
“completely” or “quite” familiar with 
NHTL�JSHZZPÄJH[PVUZ�

• 28% - The proportion of New 
Zealanders who are aware that 
Australian symbols may be substituted 
for New Zealand symbols on games 
JSHZZPÄLK�.��7.�HUK�4�PU�5L^�ALHSHUK�

• 94% - The proportion of New 
Zealanders who say the Australian 
Symbols are clear and informative.

• 17% - The proportion indicating M is 
unclear.

• 3% - The proportion indicating R18 is 
unclear.

• 13% - The proportion saying 
JSHZZPÄJH[PVU�OHZ�¸H�SV[�VM�PUÅ\LUJL¹�VU�
games purchased for them to play.

• 53% - The proportion saying 
JSHZZPÄJH[PVU�OHZ�¸H�SV[�VM�PUÅ\LUJL¹�VU�
games purchased for children to play.

Games and Benefits

• 98% - The proportion of gamers who 
say games are mentally stimulating.

• 82% - The proportion of gamers who 
say games reduce stress.

• 81% - The proportion of gamers who 
say games are educational.

Game Spending

• 9% - The projected Compound Annual 
Growth Rate (CAGR) of the New 
Zealand retail games industry from 
2010 to 2017.

Methodology

Digital New Zealand 2014 (NZ14) is a 
study of 805 New Zealand households and 
2377 individuals of all ages living in those 
households. These participants were from 
an online national random sample using the 
Nielsen Your Voice Panel in June 2013. The 
research was designed and conducted by 
Bond University. The margin of error is ±3.4% 
for households and ±2.5% for all gamers.
designed and conducted by Bond University. 
The margin of error is ±2.8%.

KEY FINDINGS
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About Digital New Zealand 2014

This report covers one of two studies conducted 
in New Zealand and Australia in 2013. 

Digital New Zealand 2014 (NZ14) is a study 
of 805 New Zealand households and 2377 
individuals of all ages living in those households. 
These participants were from an online national 
random sample using the Nielsen Your Voice 
Panel. The survey was conducted in June 2013. 
The sister study in Australia was conducted 
at the same time. Only New Zealand data are 
reported here. The words computer games, 
video games and digital games are used 
interchangeably to refer to the broad class of 
interactive entertainment.

This report provides information about the digital 
game ecology in New Zealand households with 
a focus on computer game behaviours and 
attitudes. Adult participants responded to 77 
questions about themselves and on behalf of 
all members of their households. The questions 
were grouped into nine sections:

Section 1:¬)NTRODUCTION¬AND¬QUALIlCATION�
Section 2: Household demographics.
Section 3: Household media environment.

Section 3: Media purchasing and downloading.
Section 4: Video game play preferences and 

routines.
Section 5: Social game play.
Section 6:¬#LASSIlCATION¬KNOWLEDGE�¬INmUENCE

and attitudes.
Section 7: Attitudes and issues surrounding

video games.
Section 8: Parental engagement with video

games.
Section 9: Socioeconomics and conclusion.

The Nielsen Company provided Bond University 
with raw data from the survey for statistical 
analysis at the University. The data were 
analysed by the study author using the SPSS 
Version 20 and NVIVO Version X.  The quality and 
size of the sample was high and no statistical 
weighting was applied. Statistical procedures 
included simple descriptive statistics such 
as frequencies, cross-tabulations, means, 
CORRELATIONS�¬AND¬TESTS¬OF¬SIGNIlCANCE¬SUCH¬AS¬
Chi-square and One-way ANOVA. 

For the purposes of including results for all 
members of a given household, the Vars-to-
Cases procedure was used to create individual 

RECORDS¬FOR¬ALL¬PERSONS¬IN¬A¬HOUSEHOLD¬IDENTIlED¬
by the participants in the study. Data reduction 
procedures included reducing the range for 
some questions to simplify presentation of 
responses. Some measures were combined 
into indices where obtaining a frequency or 
mean across a combination of measures 
SIMPLIlED¬THE¬PRESENTATION¬OF¬lNDINGS�¬-ISSING¬
values were eliminated from analysis on a per-
question basis unless multiple measures were 
examined conjointly. For these, the case-wise 
deletion method was applied.

A game household was one that had in it any 
device for playing a computer game, including 
smart phones and tablet computers. A gamer 
was a person who indicated they play computer 
or video games, simply “yes” or “no” on any 
device including a PC, console, handheld, social 
network, mobile phone or tablet computer. The 
margin of error is ±3.4% for households and 
±2.5% for all gamers.

8About Digital New Zealand 2014 8



Almost all New Zealand households - 94% - have a device for playing 
computer games; moreover, 98% of households with children under 
THE¬AGE¬OF¬��¬YEARS¬HAVE¬A¬DEVICE¬FOR¬PLAYING¬COMPUTER¬GAMES¬n¬A¬lGURE¬
that for any medium can be considered full market penetration. 

Households with Games

of homes with children under 
the age of 18 have a device 
for playing computer games.98% 

PCs are in 98% of game households with 60% of game households 
using a PC for games. Mobile phones are used increasingly to play 
games, now at 44% of game households, while tablet computers have 
SHOWN¬SIGNIlCANT¬INCREASES�¬NOW¬AT¬���¬OF¬GAME¬HOUSEHOLDS�

Consoles are popular with use in 53% of game households, while 
use of dedicated handheld consoles has increased, now at 13%. 
According to Statistics New Zealand, the number of households is 
approaching 1.7 million. Therefore, the install base of more than 1.5 
million consoles and handhelds from the most recent technology cycle, 
according to the NPD Group New Zealand, means that the average 
household has purchased one of these game platforms. All leading 
console and handheld game platforms have contributed to the large 
install-base in New Zealand.

(#�
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Households with Games Over Time

 DIGITAL MEDIA
in New Zealand Households

Games and



Screens and Game Devices in New Zealand 
Households (%)
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86% of New Zealand game households have three or more screens 
and three quarters have more than one device for playing computer 
or video games. The total number of game devices includes consoles, 
PCs, handhelds, mobile phones, and tablet computers.

A third of New Zealand game 
households have four screens.

Game Devices Used in Game Homes (%)
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The net effect of more devices and modalities for game play is that 
more homes than ever before have a device for playing games. 

MATURE MARKET:

Games and Digital Media in New Zealand Households 10



Gamers in New Zealand

The average age of a gamer in New 
Zealand has plateaued at 33 years. 
The difference between those who 
play and those who do not play games 
is generally related to age. However, 
adult gamers continue to make up 

the largest growth market for games; New Zealanders in their 40s and 50s 
make up the largest group of new gamers. 

YEARS
OLD

Average Gamer Age Over Time
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New Zealanders in their 40s 
and 50s make up the largest 
group of new adult gamers.

11Gamers in New Zealand



Overall, 65% of all New Zealanders, regardless of age play video games. Each 
age group contributes to the gamer population in different proportions. The 
youngest gamers represent a small number compared with the oldest gamers. 
Indeed, 17% of gamers are aged 51 years or older. The oldest gamer in the 
current sample is 86 years of age. Within this group of 51- to 86-year-olds, 
there is nearly equal representation of 5% per year until 70 years after which 
representation is nearly equal at 2-4%. The age band from 16 to 25 years blurs 
the line between the number of gamers who are adults with those who are not. 
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Proportion of Gamers Across Age Groups

Adults as a Proportion of All Gamers

22%

7%

71%

Children, <15

Children 15 - 17

Adults, 18+

Gamers in New Zealand 12

11
The average adult gamer has been playing for 
11 years. However, many New Zealand adults 
have more recently begun playing games. One 
in ten adults started playing games in the past 
year and almost two thirds of these new adult 
gamers are female for whom the average age is 
39 years; the men who recently started playing 
games average 48 years of age.YEARS

“[Video games] give us all something to do when we are 
bored, also enhancing brain function such as quick thinking, 
logical thinking, knowing the difference between right and 
wrong and also has it’s learning side of things mathematical 
equations, survival skills, etc.”

Female, 22, Manawatu – Wanganui Region, Household of 2



Gender of Gamers
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Since 2010, the representation of females among the gamer population 
has risen from 44% to 48%. It is likely that the greatest increase in female 
representation occurred prior to 2010, a phenomenon observed in the sister 
studies in Australia where females went from 37% of total gamers to 47% 
between 2005 and 2012. 
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Female Gamers Over Time

“[I have memories of] playing for hours on my family’s computer 
and playing Prince of Persia, continuing on to clocking every 
PlayStation2 Prince of Persia game.” 

Female, 29, Auckland Region, Household of 2

13Gamers in New Zealand

Like age, gender 
of gamers has 
approached 
the proportions 
represented in the 
population. 

48%
of gamers are female.

“I have lots of fun and enjoy playing games with others either 
over the internet or in the same room. I am often very happy 
and laughing while playing games.” 

Female, 23, Manawatu – Wanganui Region, Household of 2



Reasons Gamers Play Video Games (%)
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Why Gamers Play 14

“[We] have a healthy competition 
on the Wii between parents and 
children - lots of laughter.”

Female, 47, Canterbury, Household of 5

“[I remember the] scariest moment in Half Life when the 
lights went out and Gordon was taken into the garbage 
compactor and stripped of his weapons (very frustrating 
as I had only gotten to that level of armament only to 
have it all taken away and given that bloody crowbar 
back!) evenings spent with friends playing co-op games 
into the wee hours of the morning.”

Male, 28, Wellington Region, Household of 4

“I particularly like how my imagination is 
stimulated as well as the competition 
with others. Oh, and sharing in-game 
experiences with other gamers.”

Male, 33, Auckland Region, Household of 2

Reasons to game differ by experience and game device. The biggest 
DIFFERENCE¬ IN¬ THE¬ GRATIlCATIONS¬ OFFERED¬ BY¬ HOME¬ DEVICES¬ COMPARED¬
with mobile devices occurs between having fun and passing time. 
Consoles and PCs deliver fun whereas mobiles and tablet computers 
lLL¬IDLE¬MOMENTS¬BY¬HELPING¬PASS¬TIME�¬

Consoles Deliver Fun.



Reasons Gamers Play by Age Group

Have Fun

Have Fun

Relax/Destress

Relax/Destress

Pass Time

Pass Time

Be Challenged

Be Challenged

Excitement/Thrills

Excitement/Thrills

Social Connections

Social ConnectionsExperience Fantasy

Experience Fantasy

Learning/Education

Learning/Education

Exercise

Exercise

Keep Mind Active

Keep Mind Active

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

16 to 25 26 to 35 36 to 50 51 Plus

15Why Gamers Play

The reasons gamers choose to play 
varies by age group, suggesting that 
life stages play an important role in the 
way games suit varied lifestyles. Social 
interaction, thrills and relieving boredom 
are the highest motivation for playing 
among younger gamers whereas these 
are a lower priority among older gamers. 
By comparison, keeping an active 
mind, being challenged and learning are 
priorities for older gamers, while these are 
low priorities among younger gamers.

“Amazed that my ageing mind can still play some of the games that I have access to. I have found 
the games I play are very good for depression.” 

Male, 74, Canterbury, Household of 2



Frequency and Duration of Play

Few minutes

Half an hour

An hour

Two hours

Three hoursFour hours

Five hours

Six hours

Seven + hours

Every day

Every other day

Twice a week

Once a week

Once a fortnight

Once a month

Once every 3 months

<Once every 3 months

Frequency and Duration of Play by 
Age Band and Gender
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Gamers who play most frequently and for longer durations are more likely to be 
male and between ages of 11 and 25. By comparison, the lightest players are 
also the youngest in the population, young girls are least frequent, young boys 
play for the shortest duration. Between these two are mainstream gamers. “[I recall] playing games where we compete 

with each other, or adults vs kids. Good 
way to bond with boys as they grow, as 
they are not always keen to talk.”

Female, 37, Canterbury, Household of 3

16How Gamers Play

Most gamers play between half an hour and two hours at a time and most play 
daily. Concentric lines on the radar graph represent the number of participants; 
the radial lines show the duration of play from a few minutes to seven or more 
HOURS¬WHILE¬THE¬lLL¬COLOURS¬REPRESENT¬FREQUENCY¬OF¬PLAY�¬



Factors Attracting Audiences to Games 
over Other Media (%)
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When and Where Gamers Play (%)
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The most frequent times 
when New Zealanders 
choose to play games 
are weekends and public 
holidays. Using public 
transport is the least 

frequently nominated time to play, followed by before work or school.

Weekends and 
holidays are the 
best times to play.

“We became closer to each other [family] as we 
have fun together.” 

Female, 17, Canterbury, Household of 6

17How Gamers Play

Fun and challenge top the list of reasons why New Zealanders choose 
to play and interact with games rather than passively consume “other 
media” on their many screens. Competition and stimulation are the 
third and fourth reasons given. By comparison, exercise ranked lowest.

Fun, Challenge, Competition and 
Stimulation



Number of Gamers in Households (%)
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Common Playing Experience (%)
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Although others may be in the same room, the default game experience 
is single-player. Nevertheless, the number of households in which only 
one player is resident does not prevent online social play. 

25 %  p l a y  o n l i n e  t h r o u g h  s o c i a l 
n e t w o r k  g a m e s  w hi l e  11 %  p l a y 

o n l i n e  t h r o u g h  r o l e - p l a y i n g .

18How Gamers Play

Most game households are home to two or more gamers with 
the modal number being two after which the proportion declines 
steadily with 6-gamer households making up just 3%. According 
to Statistics New Zealand the average New Zealand households is 
shared by between two and three people.

70% of game households 
have two or more gamers
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Families and Games

Parents’ Game Devices Span Age Groups (%)
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Households with children are game households, but children aren’t 
the only gamers; in homes with children under 18 years of age, 75% of 
mums and 79% of dads play video games. Of those parents who play 
video games, 86% play with their children. Consoles, PCs and mobiles 
dominate parents’ game devices. However, tablets and handhelds are 
popular too. Older parents gravitate toward PCs for games.

Video games are enjoyed by the 
entire family

“They [computer games] have provided some peace and 
quiet for the parents, and the educational ones have been 
useful to teach things such as times tables. The Wii games 
have been fun with friends for both adults and children, and 
have provided some exercise.” 

Female, 48, Auckland Region, Household of 6

“Xbox Kinect is a fun way to exercise and play inside 
as a family.”

Male, 39, Waikato Region, Household of 4

Parents play on a wide range of game devices, varying little by age 
group. Mums are more likely than dads to play on PCs and dads are 
more likely than mums to play on consoles.

“Our family and visitors have often played Rock Band 
and other interactive games together and this has helped 
break down barriers and help create fun times.”

Female, 55, Northland Region, Household of 2



Parents’ Preferred Game Devices by Gender (%)
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Why Parents Use Games with Children (%)
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It's a Way to Control How Long
my Children Play in a Go

It's a Way to Monitor How
Often my Children Play

It's a Way to Monitor What my
Children Play

It's a Way to Educate my Child

It's Fun for the Whole Family

Children Ask me to Play with
Them

It's a Way to Spend Time with
my Children

“I remember great nights experienced with a group of people 
at one point in my life or another - having a great time playing 
games. Many times I have connected with my kids while they 
have been teaching me how to play their games OR I have 
helped them through stages they couldn’t achieve alone - 
good bonding instrument.”

Female, 34, Auckland Region, Household of 3

When they play, parents use the opportunity to talk with children 
about games, use them as learning and teaching tools and use them 
for punishment and reward. 

20Families and Digital Games

Parents regularly play games with their children just as parents read 
to them when children are younger and play table-top and outdoor 
games with children when they are older. Parents’ top reasons to play 
video games with their children are that “it’s a way to spend time with 
my children” and “children ask me to play with them.” 

61% of parents play games as a way 
to spend time with their children
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Adult Presence when Games are Bought by Children
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Always

Most of the Time

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

How Parents Use Games with Children (%)

Parental involvement at game selection and purchase is another 
opportunity to exercise parental guidance and relationship-building. 
However, purchasing guidance depends on the age of the child. Adults 
are always present in 70% of purchases and present most of the time 
in 21% of purchases. A small proportion (1%) indicates that an adult 
is never present – this accommodates those closer to age 18. Parents 
rarely purchase games for their children without their children being 
present: 57% said their child was present either “always” or “most 
of the time” while 34% said their child was “sometimes” present and 
9% said their child was “rarely” or “never” present when the parent 
purchased a game for a child.

Most purchases by children are 
accompanied by adults Parental controls and family settings provide another opportunity for 

PARENTS¬TO¬EXERCISE¬INmUENCE¬AND¬ENGAGEMENT¬WITH¬CHILDREN�S¬GAME¬
playing, particularly on consoles. Parents are more likely than non-
parents to know about game console access restriction settings and 
gamer parents are more familiar with them than non-gamer parents.

“Many games can be educational and I enjoy 
doing this with my children.  Computers and 
technology are a way of life now but I think 
these must be used proactively.”

Female, 40, Bay of Plenty Region, Household of 5
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Familiarity with Parental Controls (%)
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What Parents Think Children Get from Games (%)
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,EARNING¬ABOUT¬TECHNOLOGY�¬MATHS¬AND¬SCIENCE¬ARE¬THE¬LEADING¬BENElTS¬
parents identify for their children, when playing video games. These 
lNDINGS¬SUGGEST¬ THAT¬PARENTS¬ INCREASINGLY¬SEE¬PROBLEMSOLVING¬AND¬
strategising during game play as an active and productive mental 
activity.

Parents are positive about the 
benefits of games for children.

¸B*VTW\[LY� NHTLZD� OH]L� PUÅ\LUJLK� \Z�
positively, they allow my daughter to be a part 
of a different world (Minecraft) and imagine 
what she is going to build next time, or how 
she can build a better house quicker - so it 
is teaching forward thinking.”

Female, 34, Auckland Region, Household of 3
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Ratings and Classification of Digital Games

4HE¬RATINGS¬AND¬CLASSIlCATION¬OF¬GAMES¬HAS¬BEEN¬A¬TOPIC¬OF¬ROBUST¬DISCUSSION¬
IN¬THE¬.EW¬:EALAND¬COMMUNITY�¬4HE¬/FlCE¬OF¬&ILM¬�¬,ITERATURE¬#LASSIlCAITON¬
(www.censorship.govt.nz	¬ADMINISTERS¬THE¬CLASSIlCATION¬OF¬COMPUTER¬AND¬VIDEO¬
GAMES¬IN¬.EW¬:EALAND¬UNDER¬THE¬#LASSIlCATION¬!CT�¬4HE¬#LASSIlCATION¬"OARD¬
MAKES¬CLASSIlCATION¬DECISIONS�

Knowledge and Utility of Australian Symbols in 
New Zealand (%)

!'

$

%

0 10 20 30

Aware Australian G, PG & M Used

Australian Symbols NOT Clear

Australian Symbols NOT Informative

28% Aware Australian G, PG and M 
labels may be used in New Zealand.

!CCORDING¬ TO¬ THE¬ ����¬ !NNUAL¬ 2EPORT¬ OF¬ THE¬ /FlCE¬ OF¬ &ILM¬ �¬ ,ITERATURE¬
#LASSIlCATION�¬ VIDEO¬ GAMES¬ CONSTITUTE¬ A¬ MINOR¬ PART¬ OF¬ THE¬ PUBLICATIONS¬
CLASSIlED¬AS¬2���¬!S¬THE¬/&,#�S¬����¬!NNUAL¬2EPORT¬STATES�¬h/VERSEAS¬GAME¬
DEVELOPERS¬ AND¬ SUPPLIERS¬ HAVE¬ TO¬ SEEK¬ CLARIlCATION¬ ABOUT¬ .EW¬ :EALAND�S¬
GAMES¬CLASSIlCATION¬REGIME¬AS¬IT¬IS¬NOT¬AS¬STRAIGHTFORWARD¬AS¬OTHER¬JURISDICTIONS�¬
For example, they are surprised that unrestricted level games can be supplied 
without New Zealand labels as they are an exempt category in the Act.” The 
!CT¬ALSO¬PROVIDES¬FOR¬!USTRALIAN¬CLASSIlCATIONS¬SYMBOLS¬TO¬BE¬USED¬FOR¬'�¬0'�¬
and M as a consequence – however, most New Zealanders are unaware of this; 
THOSE¬WHO¬ARE¬FAMILIAR¬WITH¬!USTRALIAN¬MARKINGS¬lND¬THEM¬CLEAR¬AND¬INFORMATIVE�

23Ratings and Classification of Digital Games

Familiarity with Classification Labels (%)
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&AMILIARITY¬WITH¬ CLASSIlCATION¬ LABELS¬ IS¬MIXED¬AT¬ HOME¬WITH¬���¬OF¬PARENTS¬
SAYING¬THEY¬ARE¬hQUITEv¬OR¬hCOMPLETELYv¬FAMILIAR¬WITH¬.EW¬:EALAND¬CLASSIlCATION¬
labels while 56% of non-parents say they are “quite” or “completely” familiar 
“vaguely” with them. 

94% Understand Australian symbols 
G, PG and M.

http://www.censorship.govt.nz


#ONFUSION¬AROUND¬CLASSIlCATION¬DISTINCTIONS¬APPEARS¬GREATEST¬AT¬-¬WITH¬���¬OF¬
parents and 16% of non-parents indicating M is unclear. Among parents, 5% 
say G is unclear, 6% say PG is unclear, 5% say R13 is unclear, and 3% Say 
%15 is unclear. R16 and R18 provide the greatest clarity for parents reading 
GAME¬CLASSIlCATIONS�¬

Confusion with Classifications (%)
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)NmUENCE¬OF¬CLASSIlCATIONS¬ON¬GAME¬BUYING¬DECISIONS¬DEPENDS¬ON¬WHO¬WILL¬
PLAY¬THE¬GAME�¬���¬SAID¬THEY¬HAD¬h¬hA¬LOT¬OFv¬INmUENCE¬WHEN¬PURCHASING¬FOR¬
CHILDREN�¬ HOWEVER¬ ���¬ SAID¬ CLASSIlCATIONS¬ HAD¬ THAT¬MUCH¬ INmUENCE¬ WHEN¬
purchasing for adults. 
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“… customers … are the people who play these 
games, the target market should give the proper 
HUK�OVULZ[�HUZ^LYZ�BHIV\[�JSHZZPÄJH[PVUD��>L�HYL�
interested.”

Female, 24, Auckland Region, Household of 2

Influence of Classification on Game-buying 
Decisions (%)
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New media give consumers great choice and many new experiences. They also 
GENERATE¬SOME¬CONCERN¬OVER¬POTENTIAL¬RISKS¬LEADING¬TO¬CALLS¬FOR¬CLASSIlCATION�¬
Whether for their use or children’s use, adults are most concerned about the 
)NTERNET¬GENERALLY�¬FOLLOWED¬BY¬SOCIAL¬MEDIA¬SPECIlCALLY�¬4HE¬OLDEST¬OF¬THESE¬
three media, computer and video games, come last among new media, 
generating the least concerns.

New Media and Concerns about Potential Risks to 
Adults (%)
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Classification and New Media

“I have been playing MMOs for a long while 
now and have made friends over the internet 
and all over the world. Even after 5 years 
those friends are there.  Even with single 
player RPG’s there’s always an adventure.”

Female, 22, Auckland Region, Household of 4“Parents and carers … know the maturity of the 
particular child in question.” 

Male, 64, Wellington Region, Household of 4
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Concerning Elements by Medium, Adults

Concerning Elements by Medium, ChildrenConcerns about the risks that may arise from media consumption varies by 
medium and by the audience using the medium. Given the opportunity to 
nominate whether or not different risks are of concern to them either for their 
use of a medium or for children’s use of it, adults express concerns about 
contemporary issues. The ranking of issues differs in relation to adults and 
children with adults’ consumption raising concerns about exposure to sexual 
predators, animal cruelty and harassment and children’s consumption raising 
concerns about exposure to, sex, sexual predators and violence.

“My children and grandchildren enjoy them and 
they have not harmed them.”

Male, 77, Waikato Region, Household of 1

“[Video games are] something that my partner 
and I had as we were growing up and wanted 
our children to have the same pleasures ... 
taking into account that these are things that 
we as parents need to constantly be aware of 
especially around children. But [supervised] can 
be an enjoyable reward for all.”
Female, 34, Wellington Region, Household of more than 6
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Attitudes About Games

There are marked differences in the extent to which gamers and non-gamers 
evaluate the potential roles that games play in society. The widest gaps in 
ATTITUDES¬SURROUND¬WHETHER¬GAMES¬PROVIDE¬COGNITIVE¬AND¬SOCIAL¬BENElTS�¬4HE¬
only role for games that non-gamers more frequently identify than gamers is 
that of violence in society – a perceived negative consequence. This contrasts 
with potential positive roles of games, which gamers more than non-gamers, 
are likely to identify. The one statement on which both non-gamers and gamers 
nearly agree is that games create a culture. An example of this was on display 
IN¬*ULY¬����¬WHEN¬HUNDREDS¬OF¬.EW¬:EALANDERS¬ATTENDED¬THE¬lRST¬0!8¬�0ENNY¬
Arcade Expo) event held in the Southern Hemisphere. The event sold out and 
demonstrated the strength of gamer culture.

Role of Games in Society (%)

Attitudes About Games 27

“When I was younger [video games] were another way my father 
and I could bond. These days they’re another way for my friends 
and I to bond, another thing to talk about, and a great way to 
chill out and kill time. I’ve been through a couple of periods in 
my life where it was a fantastic help to be able to escape into an 
“immersive” game world…”

Male, 22, Waikato Region, Household of 4

“I have quite a few memories ... from 
playing video games. I met my partner 
while playing online.”

Female, 33, Auckland Region, Household of 2

“My son has autism and being able to show him 
pictures reinforces his learning...also helps with ... 
motor skills and problem solving.”

Female, 36, Auckland Region, Household of 5



The Business of Digital Games

New Zealand media consumers are exploring digital downloads when buying 
games, however most prefer to purchase games new from a local store.  

Preferred Ways to Buy Games (%)
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Among ways to purchase and enjoy games are in-app purchasing, which 28% 
report trying, and purchasing game-related merchandise such as clothing, 
posters, and toys, which 14% of game households now own. The average in-
app spend “last month” for all game households is $2. While the average game 
merchandise spend “last month” across all game households is $1.

The long-term trend for the value of business in games hardware and software 
in New Zealand is strong and positive with a Compound Annual Growth Rate 
of 9% between 2010 and 2017, based on NPD Group New Zealand’s point-
of-sale data and PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Australian Entertainment and 
Media Outlook 2013-2017 as a proxy for New Zealand growth.

on In-App 
Purchases

“Watching how my children adapt to 
ÄUKPUN�[OLPY�^H`�HYV\UK�H�JVTW\[LY�
through playing games has been great 
and they’re having fun too.”

Female, 41, Auckland Region, Household of 4$2 $1on Game 
Merchandise

28The Business of Digital Games



Annual Value of New Zealand Game Sales ($Mil)
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“[We have] some fun time together; 
bridging the generation gap.”

Female, 54, Manwatu – Wanganui Region, Household of 

more than 6

“[I have] made friends with other gamers, 
like-minded people, and people of different 
backgrounds, countries and opinions 
through online interaction in video games.”

Male, 23, Wellington Region, Household of 1

¸6UL�VM�T`� MH]V\YP[L�TVTLU[Z� PZ�ÄUPZOPUN�H�
4L[HS�.LHY� :VSPK� NHTL��>OLUL]LY� 0� KV�� 0� ZP[�
[OLYL�^H[JOPUN� [OL�JYLKP[Z� PU�H^L"�UV�TLKPH�
(TV or movie) makes me feel HONOURED to 
OH]L�L_WLYPLUJLK�P[�¹

Male, 21, Waikato Region, Household of 3

Exporting New Zealand-made video games is a fast-growing business. 

In 2012, New Zealand game studios exported over $35m worth of games, 

growth of 75% over the previous year according to the NZ Game Developers 

Association.  Smartphone, tablet and digitally downloaded PC games were the 

most popular types of game produced in New Zealand.
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